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“Kids Connect” is a program that aims to provide free and fun classes for kids in the 

community to do something engaging and stress-relieving amid the current COVID-19 
pandemic. As a quick response to the COVID-19 crisis fueled by compassion, it gives 
opportunities for students to learn and interact with others through a unique student-to-student 
tutoring program and is organized by three nonprofit organizations: Lead 4 Future Academy, 
CAPA-MC and Good System.  

The idea was first proposed by Angela Men, one of the organizers, in early February 
when the virus had just started its spread, hoping to help students in China. However, because 
of the time difference, it was difficult to schedule tutoring sessions. Later on towards the end of 
February, however, cases of COVID-19 appeared in the local area, spurring a need for the 
program here. With the help of Harry Guo, another organizer, Men proposed to kickstart the 
program for kids in the local area. Additionally, organizer June Zhou worked to find student 
tutors and finetune the scheduling.  

The program is currently promoted and coordinated through WeChat and features fun 
classes hosted by students every day.  The “Kids Connect” sessions cover a wide range of 
topics and activities, from chess and math olympiad to cooking and web design. 

“On the first day, my son Alex was the first tutor. He offered an origami class, where he 
folded a ninja star. 36 kids were in the zoom call,” Men said.  

Several of the young tutors shared their teaching experiences and the impact their 
teaching had on the students.  

 



 
A variety of different classes are offered by tutors in the “Kids Connect” program. 
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“I teach weiqi, which is Go, which is a game kind of like chess, and I think in this time it 

helps the kids explore something new or something they haven’t done before, so it keeps them 
occupied, so that they’re not bored. Because right now they don’t have much to do because of 
the virus and quarantine and there’s not a lot of places you can go to,” seventh grader Fred Bao 
said.  

“I think it helps kids because they need somebody to teach them and because we’re all 
under lockdown and they don’t have access to their teachers, there has to be somebody that 
can teach them. So I just volunteered to have somebody read a book to them,” sixth grader 
Alvin Tong said.  
 

Moreover, through trying new, innovative ways of interaction with others and learning to 
streamline information, many of the tutors found this experience extremely valuable to not only 
the kids they tutored but to themselves as well.  

“This Zoom experience has taught me a way to be interactive without physically 
interacting with kids. Like, though my voice, and persuading them, or helping them with an 
experience that they’ve never experienced before,” sophomore Alex Tong said. 

“I learned to be more patient because I’m teaching younger kids and sometimes I need 
to repeat words and repeat questions because they don’t really understand so I learned more 
about patience,” Alvin Tong added. 

 “This experience taught me how I can communicate with people that are younger than 
me and how to simplify things I’m interested in so that it will be easy for kids who are smaller 
and don’t have as much background knowledge as me to understand what I’m talking about,” 
junior Lillian Zhou said.  
 



Classes like hair braiding teach kids fun skills that they can try at home. 
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“Kids Connect” was set up in hopes of aiding the community and relieving the stress 
parents have over keeping their kids entertained during this long period without school. It allows 
students to learn about a variety of topics, as well as encourages kids to participate in hands-on 
activities at home.  

Tutors in the “Kids Connect” program gain valuable experience while teaching others about 
what they enjoy.  
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“This is a very valuable program. Why? Because kids at home need an activity to occupy 
their time. Parents need to work from home and do not have time to always look after their kids,” 
Zhou said. “During these stressful times the news is very negative. So, this program hopes to 
spread positivity, and allow these kids to feel more positive. Tutors also feel a sense of 
satisfaction knowing that they are serving the community.” 

In fact, even after this pandemic is over, tutors are willing to keep tutoring for this 
program.  

“It is something really nice to do just being able to teach other people about my interest 
and help little kids learn something new that they might find interesting. If I had the time it would 
definitely be something that I would consider doing in the future,” Lillian Zhou said.  

A variety of baking classes are among the many types of lessons offered. 
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In the future, “Kids Connect” hopes to expand to help hospital workers, police, and 
whoever is fighting the coronavirus, and give their kids priority for these classes. 

If anyone is interested in volunteering to tutor, signing up for one of the classes, or 
finding out more about the program, please visit: https://goodsystem.org/kids-connect/?.  

In addition, “Kids Connect” has started a GoFundMe page known as “United Against the 
Coronavirus” with a $2000 fundraising goal. If you would like to donate, please visit: 
https://www.gofundme.com/f/united-against-the-coronavirus. 
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This article was provided by Chinese American Parents Association Junior Reporter Club 
(CAPA JRC) with members who interviewed, audio recorded, wrote, translated, and video 
recorded. CAPA JRC has 19 Montgomery County middle to high school students. They have 
created a bilingual platform delivering news and serving the community. 
Youtube: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCA0gylW1ZCcgDvDiLAyObbA 
Instagram: @capa_jrc 
Blog: https://capajrc.wordpress.com/ 
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